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Introduction

Digital platforms: information gatekeepers and competition managers.

Surplus creation from matching consumers and products thanks to data
from past and concurrent transactions.

Concerns over surplus extraction from inducing seller market power.

Dual gatekeeper position under recent regulatory scrutiny:

One cannot exclude the possibility that a dominant platform could have
incentives to sell “monopoly positions” to sellers by showing buyers alter-
natives which do not meet their needs. Crémer et al. (2019)

European Unions Digital Markets Act went into effect November 1st, 2022.



Personalization and Its Limits

Personalized (sponsored) content drives both value creation and extraction.

Retail platforms: eBay, Wayfair, Booking, Orbitz, Amazon...

Advertising platforms (including display networks): Google, Meta,
Microsoft, Twitter, Tiktok, Youtube, Criteo...
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Ubiquitous features of digital markets:

Platform leverages its informational advantage.

Product steering through personalized ads and offers.

Auction-based mechanisms to rank personalized content.



Managed Campaigns



Managed Campaigns



Questions

How does the precision of the platform’s data affect the creation and
distribution of surplus, both on and off digital platforms?

Do platforms with market power provide high-quality matches?

Do platforms transfer market power “downstream” to sellers?

Can we quantify the effect on prices both on and off the platform?

What is the role of the platform’s revenue model?

How do different modes of data governance affect the creation and
distribution of surplus, both on and off digital platforms?

[DG:= mechanisms for collecting and transferring consumer data.]



Today

A model of digital platforms with four key features:

Heterogeneity of buyer preferences and product characteristics.

Personalization of sponsored content (ads, listings, offers).

Product steering by managed campaigns but no personalized prices.

Sellers with parallel sales channels (on- and off-platform).



Related Literature

Information gatekeepers: Baye and Morgan (2001). . .

Armstrong and Zhou (2011), Rayo and Segal (2010), Inderst and Ottaviani
(2012), de Corniere and de Nijs (2016).

→ Our model: multiple gates, heterogeneous products.

Showrooming, steering, and multiple sales channels: Wang and Wright
(2020), Miklos-Thal and Shaffer (2021), Bar-Isaac and Shelegia (2020),
Idem (2021), Teh and Wright (2022), Lee (2022).

→ Our model: sponsored content, auction-like mechanism, no merchant fees.

Platform self-preferencing: Anderson and Bedre-Defolie (2021), Hagiu et al.
(2020), Gutierrez (2021), Kang and Muir (2021), Lam (2021), Lee and
Musolff (2021), Raval (2022). . .



Example



Single Seller

Single seller (Mussa and Rosen, 1978) and a unit mass of consumers.

Binary consumer type θ ∈ {θL, θH} with distribution f(θ).

Consumer type θ has valuation
θ · q

for a product of quality q.

Seller produces goods of quality q at cost c(q) = q2/2.

1− λ consumers buy directly from the seller.

λ ∈ [0, 1] consumers visit a monopolist platform that runs ads.



Managed Campaign and Posted Prices

Platform knows each consumer’s type and offers seller a managed campaign.

Platform charges a fixed upfront fee t (e.g., campaign budget).

Seller “uploads” personalized offers (q(θ), p(θ)) for on-platform consumers.

Platform shows each consumer θ the relevant (profit-maximizing) offer.

Seller posts menu of quality, price pairs (q̂(θ), p̂(θ)) for off-platform consumers.

The on-platform offers may differ from the posted products and prices.



Summary

Seller

Menu of 
products

Custom 
offers



Summary



Seller’s Problem

Off-platform, seller must screen consumer types as in Mussa and Rosen (1978).

Low type θL obtains zero rents, high type θH obtains Û(θH) ≥ 0.

On-platform consumers see one product only: ideally, seller would offer

socially efficient quality q∗(θ) = argmax θq − q2/2 = θ,

and charge consumer’s full wtp, p(θ) = θq∗(θ) = θ2.

“Showrooming” constraint (on-platform consumers can buy directly from seller):

U(θ) := θq(θ)− p(θ) ≥ θq̂(θ)− p̂(θ) =: Û(θ) ∀θ,

in addition to individual rationality and incentive compatibility off-platform.

⇒ Trade under symmetric information; limited ability to price discriminate.



Optimal Menus

Proposition (Single Seller, Binary Types)

The seller offers the efficient quality levels on-platform to each buyer type,
q(θ) = θ for all θ, and showrooming binds, U(θ) = Û(θ) for all θ.

The optimal off-platform menu of products is given by

q̂ (θL) = max

!
0, θL − f (θH)

f (θL)
(θH − θL)

"
1 +

λ

1− λ

#$
,

q̂ (θH) = θH .

Without an off-platform store, the seller could charge each type their full wtp.

“Double” opportunity cost of serving the low type off-platform:
rents to high types off platform ⇒ rents to high types on the platform.



Optimal Menus
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Taking Stock

Compared to Mussa and Rosen (1978) solution (i.e., λ = 0):

→ lower quality q̂(θL) and higher prices p̂(θH) off the platform.

On platform: efficient quality; no rent for low types; positive rent for high types.

No need for MFN clauses: fixed fee ⇒ lowest prices are on the platform.

What about the platform’s fee t∗?

Seller can guarantee the Mussa and Rosen (1978) profits off-platform.

The platform’s fee t∗ extracts all the seller’s extra profits: on-platform
profits minus the losses from the distortions in the off-platform menu.

This means on-platform profits > t∗. Campaign “delivers” ROI > 0.



Too Easy or Too Hard?

The example is “too easy:”

Single seller vs. competing sellers.

Two types vs. arbitrary type distributions.

Symmetric information (consumers and platform).

It is also “too hard:”

Linear pricing vs. nonlinear (quality) pricing?

Personalized pricing vs. product steering.

Full model: can the platform create a “local monopolies” environment by
managing the advertising campaigns of competing multiproduct sellers?



Full Model



Setup

J sellers and a unit mass of consumers with type θ = (θ1, . . . , θj, . . . , θJ).

Consumer θ has value
θj · qj

for a product of quality qj by firm j.

Sellers offer vertically differentiated products with cost c(qj) = q2j/2.

λ ∈ [0, 1] consumers visit a monopolist platform that runs ads.

1− λ consumers buy directly from sellers.



Information Structure

Consumers’ valuations θj with distribution F , i.i.d. across j.

The platform observes θ ∈ RJ perfectly.

Every consumer observes a noisy signal s about θ.

Posterior mean mj = E[θj | s] with distribution G.

F is a mean-preserving spread of G. Assume same support.



On Platform: Managed Campaigns
Platform offers a single advertising slot per consumer.

Consumer type θ ∼ targeting category: ads condition on her type.

Formally, the platform:

Charges a fixed fee t to participating sellers (e.g., campaign budget).

Solicits personalized ads from each seller j—functions qj(θ) and pj(θ).

Specifies which j gets the slot for consumer θ and what ad is shown.

Reveals to the consumer her θj for the selected product qj.

Proposition (Optimal Mechanism)

The platform shows the seller j and the product (qj, pj) that maximize total
surplus among all sellers that participate in the mechanism.



Off-Platform: Search

Off the platform, matching through consumer search:

Consumer with expectations m faces search costs σ > 0 (first search free)
as in Diamond (1971).

Sellers j elicit consumers’ wtp mj through menus (q̂j(m), p̂j(m)) as in
Mussa and Rosen (1978).

Not an inspection good: learning θj requires the platform’s data.



Timing

Platform announces managed campaign mechanism M and fee t.

Sellers simultaneously choose whether to participate in M, their on-platform
products and prices (qj, pj), and their off-platform menus (q̂j, p̂j).

Type θ is realized, and a (seller, ad) pair is selected to be shown.

Consumer learns θj, buys on platform, or searches off-platform.



Equilibrium Search Patterns



Symmetric Equilibrium

Off platform, the Diamond (1971) paradox:

1− λ off-platform consumers with beliefs m face search costs σ > 0;

they expect symmetric menus and visit ĵ = argmaxj mj only.

If platform has an informational advantage (F ≻mps G):

λ on-platform consumers infer θj∗ = maxj θj (cannot detect deviations);

they expect symmetric menus off-platform, both on and off path.

Proposition (Consideration Sets)

If F ≻ G, every online consumer θ only compares the displayed seller j’s online
offer (pj(θ), qj(θ)) and its offline menu (p̂j(·), q̂j(·)).



. . . or in fewer words. . .



Equilibrium Search Patterns: Example



Interpretations

With a better-informed platform, equivalent interpretation:

each brand has (1− λ)/J loyal (imperfectly informed) customers already
shopping off-platform;

the remaining λ consumers are not currently shoppers—they do not
recognize any brands without the platform’s data;

these consumers can be turned into shoppers by informative advertising.

This result requires an (arbitrarily small) informational advantage:

Without advantage vs. sellers: platform cannot make money.

Without advantage vs. buyers, platform does not control outside
options—consumers’ beliefs determine where they search off platform.



Summary

A model of digital platforms where:

Platforms monetize data through managed campaigns.

Different information structures can be compared.

On- and off-platform markets interact.

Superior information on the platform improves match quality:

Consumers find their favorite sellers.

Sellers offer consumers efficiently “tailored” products.

Information also introduces the potential for surplus extraction:

Endogenously local monopolies.

No price discrimination, but product steering.



Conclusions

Digital platforms monetize superior information about consumer preferences by
auctioning access to the consumers’ attention.

Product design and price decisions interact with modes of data governance
(e.g., with the rules by which a platform shares its data).

Consumer surplus on- and off-platform is driven by information rents off platform
and by the availability of organic information.

The growth of a platform’s database (e.g., more consumers or better data)
reduces each consumer’s outside option and leads to higher prices.

Mitigating factors: fully informed consumers; free organic content (i.e.,
public off-platform prices); and privacy protection (e.g., cohort-based ads).



Looking Ahead: Privacy & Competition

Managed campaigns are privacy-preserving: sellers only learn ROI.

Sellers do not learn how much they “bid” for each buyer type.

Only the platform holds the data.

Reduced risk of leakages and spillovers.

A single firm uses the information at a time (in the model).

Yet, managed advertising campaigns restrict competition by design.

What about other mechanisms? (Bergemann, Bonatti, and Wu, 2023):

“Manual bidding” auctions (which are less private) also yield lower profits to
platform, and higher prices to consumers, relative to auto-bidding.



Backup Slides



Equilibrium Product Lines



Matching and Product Steering

On platform, sellers can extract surplus through product steering.

“Showrooming constraint” for seller shown to θ:

U(θ) ≜ θ q∗j (θ)− pj(θ) ≥ max
m

%
θ q0j (m)− p0j(m)

&
≜ U0(θ).

Incentive-compatible menus off platform ⇒ on-platform consumer compares

(q∗j (θ), pj(θ)) and (q0j (θ), p
0
j(θ)).

On platform, clearly optimal to offer efficient quality q∗(θ) = θ.

On platform, surplus extraction limited by U0(θ).



Seller j’s Problem

Consider offline menu (q0j , U
0
j ). Seller j’s profits on online type θj:

π(θ, U0
j ) = θ2j/2− U0(θ).

Seller’s choice of menu off-platform:

max
q0,U0

(1− λ)

' 1

0

(
θjq

0(θj)− q0(θj)
2/2− U0(θj)

)
GJ−1(θj)dG(θj)

+ λ

' 1

0

(
θ2j/2− U0(θj)

)
F J−1(θj)dF (θj).



Equilibrium Menus

Proposition (Symmetric Equilibrium Menus)

The (unique, symmetric) equilibrium quality levels are given by

q∗(θ) = θ,

q0(θ) = max

!
0 , θ − 1−GJ(θ)

JGJ−1(θ)g(θ)* +, -
MR quality

− λ

1− λ

1− F J(θ)

JGJ−1(θ)g(θ)

$

Furthermore,

U∗(θ) = U0(θ) =

' θ

0

q0(m)dm.



Equilibrium Properties

Platform’s data matches consumer to favorite brand.

Participating sellers invest in efficient quality (product customization).

Off platform, inefficient matching based on insufficient information,
and inefficient quality under asymmetric information.

Opportunity cost of off-platform sales: positive rents on platform,

U∗(θ) = U0(θ) > 0 iff q0(θ) > 0.

Offline q0 further distorted downward, more so the larger the platform size λ.



Quality Provision
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Payments
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Nonlinear Tariffs
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Equilibrium and Consumer Value

U0(θ) = U(θ) for all θ.

But F ≻mps G and U convex ⇒ EFJU > EGJU .

This has several implications:

Ex ante, an individual consumer prefers to be on the platform.

Ex ante (holding prices fixed), an individual consumer wants the platform to
disclose their information to sellers.

All consumers are worse off because of the platform.


